Applicants are advised to read carefully this annex to ensure their eligibility for this call, and to comply to ANR’s national regulations. 

Only costs related to mobility and seminars/conferences organization are eligible for French partners.

Eligibility

Eligibility of the proposal
Additional national eligibility criteria for the proposal beyond the general criteria in the Terms of Reference of the joint call:
Exchange research visits between Europe and Southeast Asia. Travel costs, living expenses and visa costs are eligible for funding. Conferences, seminars, and all expenses linked to their disseminations and publications.

Eligible institutions:
- Public research institutes such as EPST, EPIC, universities, university hospitals, non-university research institutes (max. rate of support: 100% of marginal costs)
- Enterprises: large & SMEs (max. rate of support: 45% of total costs for SMEs & 30% for larger companies)

Eligibility of applying scientists
- The coordinator (if from a French institution) must be affiliated to a public research organisation. For details please refer to national regulations.
- A single applicant may only participate once in a consortium applying to this call.

Additional eligibility criteria:
- ANR will avoid double funding and will not finance projects or part of projects that have been funded through other calls.
- ANR will cross-check the proposals submitted to ANR through the national and international calls for possible demands of double funding.

Please note that at ANR « overheads » means « frais généraux de gestion – frais de structure » (cf “Règlement financier ANR – section 4.2.3.5)

ANR strongly encourages contact the French National Contact Point before submitting proposal, especially regarding potential sub-contracting questions.

Funding modalities

The maximum amount allocated per project is 50,000 EUR.
The ANR funding rules are applied for this call, in the limit of eligible expenses (see above).

For more information, please contact:

Dr. Johann Muller, E-Mail: johann.muller@anr.fr
Environment, Ecosystem and Biological Resources Department
50 avenue Daumesnil
Paris, France